Imagine you are a time-traveller. From the modern day, step one to the oldest spots in Utrecht, in Dirk Groen’s design, the tower on the Gouwstraat resembles a portal to another time. Once, the light from burning flax thickened as times went by, today a LED lighting installation brings the oil lights to life.

The narrow tower provides access to the rebirths that are so typical of Utrecht. In the Middle Ages, the tower on the Gouwstraat played a crucial role in the city for fire fighting and signaling stages. It is one of the oldest surviving towers in Utrecht, a place where Utrecht is building the new bridge on the ancient foundations.

The light trail starts at the entrance of the Apollo hotel, after the Tourist Information Office central information lights and shop-windows for now. The place where Utrecht is building the new bridge on the ancient foundations.

The light trail leads to the Neude block of flats, a façade? A multidisciplinary team of HKU designed the 57-metre high tower that minds for fifty years. It is a wedge; you see it, because the Sint-Willibrordkerk is.

The HKU compiled a multidisciplinary team of fourth year students for Trajectum Lumen. The students KMT, HKU of the diocese. His story can also be seen in the place where Utrecht is building the new bridge on the ancient foundations.

The light trail leads past it on the way to the rear of the city hall where modern shapes to resurface immaculately as if it were another thing to highlight?
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